We have many references, here are just a few. Please see our website www.wycomberecycling.co.uk for
more.
“NS Holdings are totally satisfied with the professional way in which your Company handled the demolition works. It is a credit
to yourselves that within such confined space you managed all the works without us receiving any complaints from adjoining
occupiers particularly bearing in mind the sensitive nature of two of them; a bank on one side and Police Regional HQ on the
other. Well done and my thanks to Glenn and the team"
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9 November 2015
“Just to say thank you for all your efforts on the internal demolition works on units 2 and 4 at Yarnton.
Both units provided difficult demolition conditions from the start with waste stream separation key to the difficult process of clearing the
internal parts of the buildings in the right order and safely.
Your team of people on site were excellent, hardworking, an eye for the details with a great attitude to their work, there safety and those
around them, site was always in order and kept tidy which was a difficult process given the nature of the demolition works.
Both you and your staff deserve a lot of credit for the work done and the manner in which the work was done, as I’ve already said excellent.
Site equipment and plant used were all in very good condition, certified, tested, staff training certification and safety awareness again all
excellent.
You won the job on competitive tender and you delivered it on program, excellent, pleasure to work with you and your team”

..."you are our most reliable supplier"

“the men worked really hard and left the cleared area tidy”

“Glenn is straight forward and completes what he says he will do which as we all know in construction
very hard to find”
“Just want to say once again, thanks for a good job well done and look forward to the next one.........”
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